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 Voltaic paint 
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UNMATERIAL PHOTO VOLTAIC PAINT

Things to think about:
Any type of  surface can become a solar panel 
Energy storage unit is needed
Efficiency and energy transference

Photo Voltaic Paint 
Imagine being able to spray anything with paint and turning it 
into a solar panel.

How does it work?
The developers plan to publish a nano-molecular scientific pa-
per later this year to reveal the scientific grounds of  the inven-
tion. Simply put for now, the SolarLayer is a system composed 
of  three basic elements: a fiber conductor, photo voltaic cells 
and a voltage stabilizer.
The conductor is a super thin 2μm (microns) copper-based 
alloy fiber that acts as the basic conducting surface. This fiber 
can be fabricated as a cloth or as a powder.
The photo voltaic cells are the most and revolutionary of  the 
three components. They have the capacity to transform light 
sources to electricity, to work as an intelligent conductor and 
to sense the magnetic North. The cells’ surfaces have a series 
of  conducting and non-conducting areas. Through a special 
process, each photo voltaic cell is able to use these areas to 
intelligently allow and stop energy flow from and to the fiber 
conductor avoiding a shortcut chaos. Most importantly, each 
cell will re-route energy coming from the fiber to the magnetic 
north. This is the way by which in- stead of  thousands of  pos-
sible destinations, the flow of  energy always finds its way to the 
magnetic North where the conductor will end and the electric 
current is trapped by a special copper wire.
The third component is the tension stabilizer that receives 
electric current from different parts of  the conductor fiber by 
the copper wire and it stabilizes it before generating a useful 
current output.

Any type of  infrastructure covered in paint to supply the 
power to buildings. 
Ex: Side walks powering street lamps at night 

Nuclear and fossil fuel plants will be storing energy instead 
of  powering the city.

Usage



UNMATERIAL INTERCHANGEABLE PARTS

Imagine being able to change your vehicle depending on the situation, 
weather or time of  day. Interchangeable car parts will enable you to do so. 

Example situation: Usually you use your car to go to work but tonight you 
have a special event to attend and you want to look a bit classier. With an-
other frame you can have the look of  a luxury car for one night.

Brought about the idea of  moveability with infranstructure in society that is set such as rail-
droads, buildings, subway tracks and more.

Standardized models for all products and then add or subtract depending on what type of  
look you are going for. Maybe you are preparing for a warzone in your country and you 
can buy add ons to your home, store and car to protect yourself.



UNMATERIAL 3D PRINTING EVERYTHING

Imagine being able to build your own car and print it in the matter of  just two days. 
You have the freedom to what kind of  style and colors. Strati is an example of  a 
3D printed car that went out. The frame was the only portion printed but imagine 
being able to customize the comfort of  your seats and arrangement of  the interiors.

Selling CAD models instead and print things at a shared hub instead of  going to a 
shopping mall where your choices  are limited on. 

Localized production for consumer and industrial goods

Increase in customization

Nanotechnology will allow us to fabricate atoms and molecules      



MOBILE SCHOOL SYSTEM    

Small groups of  school buses can travel and packs ad 
meet up with other students in different states. Bus sta-
tions where you can stop and continue lessons in the area 
they are currently staying in.

School buses can have rotating views so all students have 
a chance to get the best view in these mobile learning ve-
hicles. The roofs will be dorm shaped to show and fitted 
with some kind of  virtual reality aspect. The windows will 
also have virtual reality to encourage while on the trip.    


